Abstract
Introduction
As parallel programs enter the mainstream, they need to provide the same facilities and ease-of-use features expected of uniprocessor programs. For many applications, this means that they need to provide pointer-based input and graphica.1 output. This article discusses a library of routines that provide scalable X Window System graphics. These routines make use of the MPI message-passing standard [ l , 5, 61 to provide a safe and reliable system that can be easily used in parallel programs. At the same time they encapsulate commonly-used services to provide a convenient *This work was supported by the Office of Scientific Computing, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract w-31-109-Eng-38.
interface to X graphics facilities. The easiest way to provide XI1 graphics to a parallel program is to allow each process to draw on the same X11 Window, as shown in Figure 1 . That is, each process opens a connection to the X11 server and draws directly to it. In one sense, this is as scalable a system as possible, since the single graphics display is an unavoidable point of sequential access. However, in reality, an X server can only accept a relatively small number of connections. In addition, the latency associated with each transmission between a parallel process and the X Window server is relatively high. This article addresses these issues.
Modes
Design of such a library requires tradeoffs among convenience, efficiency, and scalability. We prefer to allow the user to make such decisions by providing multiple modes in which the processes created and controlled by the user interact with the X Window server. They are:
Independent Each process connects directly to the S \Vindow server and may issue its own individual drawing commands 0-8186-6895495 $4.00 0 1995 IEEE Shafed-Server Some processes connect; all may draw. The MPE Graphics Library will deliver the operations to the server internally.
Multi-Server Some processes connect and are dedicated to drawing. This generalizes what is perhaps the most commonly used way of obtaining graphical output from parallel programs, in which one process is responsible for interacting with the X Window server (See Figure 1) .
Collective Some processes connect, and drawing o p erations are collective (that is, the drawing operations have the same usage semantics as the MPI collective routines).
All drawing routines may be used in any of the four modes (with restrictions noted below). By using the same interface for all modes, the programmer can easily modify the tradeoffs for scalability and response time without changing the details of the individual drawing commands.
The Three Independent Modes
In many cases, each process in a program may need to draw on the display independently of other processes. For example, each process may be computing a different part of the scene to be displayed. Convenient and efficient parallelism results from having them draw directly, rather than through an intermediate process. However, the display itself is a single (non-scalable) resource. The way in which a scalable application interacts with this single resource depends on the degree of scalability and usage of resources (processes) required.
Independent. This is the simplest but least scalable. Each process is responsible for directly contacting the display (the X server). The number of processes is limited to the number of connections that the X11 server allows. This can be relatively small. Shared Server. This approach offers scalability by limiting the number of connections from the parallel application to the X11 server. Some processes are selected (by the HPELIpengraphics routine) to connect to the display; the other processes will send their drawing requests to one of these "server" processes. These server processes are shared in the sense-that they are still participating in the user's computation. The drawback of this approach is that while a user's process that is also a server is computing, any graphics requests sent to that server will be delayed.
Multi-server. This approach addresses the drawbacks of the shared server by dedicating some processes to graphics operations. This removes some processes from those that can work on the user's computation. Note that for the Multi-Server mode to work, we need the contexts of MPI, since pending server requests must be kept independent from operations such as 1Ip I Recv ( . . . , HP I A N Y -TAG, HPI ANYSOURCE , ... 1.
The Collective Mode
Collective mode is most natural for cases where the computation has well-defined and collective computation phases. For example, when solving a timedependent PDE, at the end of each time step the program updates the display of the current solution. This is a natural collective operation because the notion of "current" solution implies that all processes are acting in concert. In collective mode, an operation, such as drawing a point, does not occur until all processes have performed the same operation.
HPE-

The Library
Here we give a summary listing of the routines curThe first few routines are just counterparts of X11 rently in the MPE Graphics Library. drawing routines.
MPEapen-graphics establishes basic parameters for
the rest of the MPE library. It also sets up the MPI communicator used by the other routines.
HPE-Closegraphics terminates the graphics session and frees the communicator.
HPE-Update flushes the set of X drawing commands that have been accumulated. MPEDraw-point draws a point.
Control Routines
MPEDraw-points draws a set of points.
MPEDraaline draws a line.
MPEDraw-circle draws a circle.
MPEJilliectangle draws a filled rectangle.
MPEDrawlogic sets the logical operation for how new pixels being drawn will interact with existing pixel values at the same location.
MPELine-thickness sets the line thickness.
MPElake-colorarray creates a color map of a given size containing a varied spectrum of colors.
MPEJum-colors returns the number of colors supported by the display device.
MPEAddAGB-color
The user can specify an exact color by its red/green/blue intensities, and MPEAddAGB-color will either allocate that color and return the allocated colormap slot, or return the colormap slot of an approximate match.
MPEHouse_get returns the current position and button status of the mouse controlling the X11 display. It requests this information from the X11 server, and thus includes the delay of at least a round trip message to and from the X11 server.
MPEJouse-wait blocks until a mouse button is pressed, dragged, or released. The operation-HPEJOUSEJRESS, MPEJOUSEDRAG, or MPEJOUSEAELEASE-is returned as well as the position of the mouse and the status of each of the mouse buttons and modifier keys at the time of the event. If the event was a press or release, the MPEJouse-wait also returns the number of the button that was pressed or released.
MPEJouse-watch tells the X11 server to send any mouse-related events. Normally they are ignored, but for MPEJouse-check to work, mouse events must be activated. Mouse events are exactly like messages in that they have a particular type (press, drag, or release, among others) and if not received, are held in a queue.
MPEJouse-check determines if the mouse buttod has been pressed, dragged, or released. This is a nonblocking version of MPEJouse-wait. If the mouse button has been pressed, dragged, or released since the last call to MPEJouse-check, information similar to that returned by MPEJouse-wait is returned.
The MPE Graphics routines allow the user to describe a region by "dragging" the mouse over it. As the mouse is dragged, an outline of the region being described will be animated to follow the movements of the mouse. The outlined region may be in the shape of a rectangle, a square. an oval, a circle, or no visual, depending on the needs of the application.
MPEDrag-wait is called after the mouse is pressed
and the subsequent drag is to be captured. MPEDrag-wait blocks until the mouse is released, returning coordinat,es describing the region selected.
MPEDragstart is called at beginning of a nonblocking drag. It marks the initial point of a drag, and should be followed by frequent calls to MPEDrag-check until the drag is complete.
MPEDrag-check is a non-blocking check of whether a drag started with MPEDrag-start has been completed. MPEDrag-check maintains the animation of the drag visual, so calling it frequently until the drag is complete will improve the feel of the application to the user.
To use the non-blocking drag commands an application may do something similar to what is shown in Figure 3 . This way, work can continue throughout the drag.
A few routines have been included to take advantage of the power and simplicity of Tcl/Tk [7].
MPE-Tk-connect allows the user to connect MPE
Graphics to a window created by Tcl/Tk. A single process shall have created a Tcl interpreter and opened a window via Tk. MPE-Tk-connect takes control of the specified Tk window. This allows the user to create a front end with a single process running Tcl/Tk, and within the Tcl/Tk window reserve a frame that will become the canvas on which MPE Graphics will be drawing. HPE-Tk-connect is a collective operation that performs most of the same tasks as MPE-Open_graphics, except MPE-Open_graphics creates its own window, and MPE-Tk-connect attaches to an existing window. allows the user to create a front end with a single process running Tcl/Tk that holds a window to which parallel drawing may be done. MPE-Tk-widget is a collective operation that initializes a new drawing region in the same way as MPEIlpen-graphics.
MPE-Tk
Implementation Status
At the time of this writing only the independent modes have been implemented. We have borrowed heavily from the P E T S library [2] for the graphics routines.
Applications
We are just beginning to use this library in MPI applications. In some cases it is applications specific; in other cases it is used in the construction of other MPI-related libraries. For an example of using the library for enhancing the output of parallel programs, see the Monte Carlo integration and Mandelbrot examples in [3] . In each of these examples, multiple Figure 4 : Graphics Library in use processes contribute independently to the construction of a graphic image. The "independent" mode works fine for small numbers of processes, and the direct connections to the X display lighten the communication load. Larger numbers of processes require either the "shared-server" or "multi-server" mode, but the change to the code is trivial.
A further use is in conjunction with the MPI P r e filing Interface, where we have used the MPE graph-its library to provide a mechanism for program animation [4] . In Figure 4 , for example, the processes are simultaneously updating the display on the right with the results of the computation, while the window on the right shows the message traffic in real time. Calls to MPI Send/Receive operations are intercepted by a profiling library for the MPI profiling interface that uses MPE graphics to display arrows representing messages between processes.
[7] John K. Ousterhout.
Addison-Wesley, 1994.
Tcl and the Tk Toolkit.
Summary
We have described a simple graphics library for use in any parallel environment that supports MPI. Depending on the application, the amount of communication with the X server on the output display can be controlled by choosing the appropriate server mode. Collective graphics operations can be used as needed by applications. Parts of the library are currently in use.
